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Summary

The accelerated development of information and communication technologies has

generated a demand for data storage that is effective, transparent, immutable, and

secure. Distributed ledger technology and encryption techniques such as hashing and

blockchain technology revolutionised the landscape by meeting these requirements.

However, blockchain must overcome obstacles such as low latency, throughput, and

scalability for its full potential. Investigating blockchain’s structure, types, challenges,

promises, and variants is necessary to understand blockchain and its capabilities com-

prehensively. This paper overviews various aspects, such as emergent blockchain pro-

tocols, models, concepts, and trends. We classify blockchain variants into five essential

categories, DAG, TDAG, Sharding, Consensus, and Combining methods, based on the

structure each follows, and conduct a comparative analysis. In addition, we explore cur-

rent research tendencies. As technology progresses, it is essential to comprehend the

fundamental requirements for blockchain development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sensitive data transactions usually require an independent third party to operate separately from the communicating nodes. The server pro-

vides third-party trust in the client-server model, which handles the responsibility of trust and various communication parameters. However,

the censorship of data by governments and large corporations has resulted in a shift from centralized to decentralised technology mod-

els. Furthermore, centralizing information on third-party software such as the cloud and other infrastructures compromises user privacy and

confidentiality.1

With the increasing use of technology, individuals are exposed to additional threats to their human rights, as evidenced by governments’

routine curtailment of freedom of expression through online content filtering. The right to privacy in the digital environment has also gar-

nered significant attention in recent years due to the ease with which private data can be accessed. The growth of software like Pegasus,2

Stuxnet,3 and Petya4 in the past few years highlights the problem of data centralisation. The European Union (EU) must link and coordinate

control surfaces on human rights and digital policy, according to a report by Reference 5 to ensure that technologies do not negatively impact

human rights.

In addition to the issues related to centralized architectures, single-point failures increase the need for a distributed system. While a single

system is needed to monitor the entire network, maintaining availability without compromising security parameters is challenging, especially in

cases where traffic generation is high. Following the financial crisis of 2008 and the failure of centralized systems, Satoshi Nakamoto published a

paper on cash systems using peer-to-peer networks, eventually leading to the development of Bitcoin.6 The underlying principle of Bitcoin is to
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move away from third-party trust and instead focus on peer-to-peer communication. This technology stores information in blocks linked in a chain

structure, hence blockchain technology.

Since the commencement of Bitcoin by the face-name Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008, this technology came to the limelight. Blockchain enables

value exchange or transaction processing without a centralized issuer’s trust authority. Unlike a centralized institution like a bank database, the

transaction log is maintained on a decentralized ledger, constituting many peer-to-peer systems. Before accepting a transaction, the blockchain sys-

tem undertakes an autonomous verification (i.e., validation), which is critical in ensuring security. Blockchain is unique in its operational functioning

as it requires no trust, and safety and reliability are achieved by using particular computations or code.7 Most blockchain networks were utilized

for Bitcoin transactions until 2016. Recently, blockchain applications expanded beyond cryptocurrency and are now being used in a variety of fields

like the Internet of Things (IoT), Machine earning (ML), Voting, Agriculture, and so forth, after the introduction of Ethereum Blockchain.8 Ethereum

enhanced the features and laid the foundation for developing decentralized applications using scripting called Smart Contracts.9 Even though Bit-

coin supports decentralized applications, they are platform-dependent. However, the latter supports vital features like smart contracts, which, once

deployed to the network, are not controlled by the user; instead, they run as programmed.

Blockchain combines cryptography for encryption and hashing, a distributed ledger for decentralised databases and a consensus mechanism

for participating parties. It ensures data integrity, confidentiality, and the elimination of third-party trust from the systems. However, in this con-

crete technology with decentralization and enhanced security, there is a cost of scalability. Similarly, if decentralization and privacy are kept in

focus, the cost of implantation would increase; otherwise, one of the two has to be conceded.10 Hence, having a highly secure, perfectly decen-

tralized, and highly secure blockchain is nearly impossible, as perfectly decentralized blockchains like Bitcoin and Ethereum can process a small

number of transactions per second. The transaction number in Bitcoin is far small (i.e., 7), and in Ethereum, the number ranges from 15 to 20. A

specific window for research lies in this field to utilize the blockchain to its full potential and make it fully capable of carrying out all the operations

it desires.

1.1 Motivation and contribution

We came across different reviews, papers and proposals on blockchain technology that discuss applications,11 consensus mechanisms,12 modeling

and tools,13 and so forth. To understand blockchain better still, many comprehensive surveys need to be done. Owing to the lack of informa-

tion regarding the challenges, their counter-strategies, and the different modifications of blockchain, some of the reviewed papers14–21 provide

specific insights regarding the topic. Blockchain as technology seeks certain modifications in terms of Scalability, Privacy, and Consensus.22,23

Among the numerous blockchain platforms, apart from the most prominent ones, we have reviewed several platforms. We comprehensively ana-

lyze how well different blockchain variants are designed to achieve specific goals. These designed variants, too, seek the attention of researchers

and engineers to improve their performance in terms of scalability and minimize resource utilization. Moreover, here is a pointwise contribution

of this paper:

1. This paper offers insights into the different scalability challenges and a concise overview of countermeasures in the form of variants developed

to address the issues.

2. A structural division of variants for scalability is done based on the mechanism they adhere to. Based on this, we classify the variants into five

categories: DAG, TDAG, Sharding, Consensus, and Combined methods.

3. Blockchain solutions designed to counter privacy issues public blockchains face are mentioned alongside the prominent use cases.

4. Vulnerabilities in Smart Contracts and issues regarding computation power are described briefly, along with recently proposed solutions.

5. A section on recent research trends, blockchain promises, and their application in different sectors is reviewed.

1.2 Selection criteria

Tables 1,2, and 3 present the introduction and comparison of the proposed work. Based on the analysis, it is observed that there is a requirement

for a comprehensive survey that addresses blockchain challenges and the various variants available to counter them. This article aims to bridge the

gap between existing surveys and current research on blockchain challenges, solutions, and variants. Its primary objective is to identify the mul-

tiple solutions and variants available for addressing various technical challenges when dealing with blockchain. Apart from these, we have listed

the latest privacy-preserving means in different use cases in blockchain technology. Also, we identified various research areas in the blockchain

field. Through this study, we hope to contribute to advancing blockchain technology and its applications in various fields. Table 2 highlights the most

recent surveys and the primary areas of study tackled. Some surveys address privacy concerns and scalability issues. However, a state-of-the-art

survey in this field is missing that includes all blockchain concerns and possible solutions. Similarly, Table 3 summarizes the surveys on blockchain
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TA B L E 1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria for selection of studies.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Study available in English language Study is not available in English

Full text available Full text is not available or partially available

The primary focus of the paper is on blockchain as a technology Primary focus on economics

Focus on blockchain variants Focus entirely on consensus mechanisms

TA B L E 2 Summary of related work I.

Reference Year Main Topic Privacy

Computation

Power

Smart

Contracts Scalability

24 2018 Survey on applications of blockchain specific to IoT ✓ — — —

23 2019 Survey on privacy-preserving techniques ✓ — — —

25 2020 Comprehensive survey on blockchain scaling — — — ✓

26 2021 Security enhancement techniques for blockchain — — ✓ —

27 2021 Survey of State-of-the-art on blockchains theories,

modelings, and tools

— — — ✓

28 2022 Challenges of blockchain in new generation energy

systems and future outlooks

✓ — — ✓

This survey 2023 Survey on enhanced blockchains ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TA B L E 3 Summary of related work II.

Reference Year Main Topic Sharding DAG TDAG Consensus Miscellenious

24 2018 Survey on applications of blockchain specific to IoT — ✓ ✓ — —

29 2019 Survey on consensus, membership and structure — ✓ — ✓ —

25 2020 Comprehensive survey on blockchain scaling ✓ ✓ — — —

30 2021 Research and applied perspective to blockchain

technology a comprehensive survey

— — — ✓ —

27 2021 Survey of State-of-the-art on blockchains theories,

modelings, and tools

✓ ✓ — — —

31 2022 Survey of application research based on blockchain

and smart contracts

— ✓ — — —

This survey 2023 Survey on enhanced blockchains ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

variants. A survey that incorporates all blockchain variants is not present up to date. In this paper, we have identified and classified blockchain vari-

ants based on the structure they follow. We have included a miscellaneous column in the table that follows a different structure apart from the

mentioned ones.

1.3 Review plan and taxonomy

A comprehensive systematic review explored solutions to challenges encountered in blockchain technology, including various variants. The review

process involved accessing a range of review articles, with several excluded based on predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria as outlined in

Table 1. Relevant review articles are identified to address gaps in the current knowledge base. Various academic sources, including Wiley Online,

ACM Digital Library, Science Direct, IEEE Explore, SpringerLink, Google Scholar, and Scopus, are utilized to ensure a comprehensive and rigor-

ous review. The search terms “Blockchain Challenges”, “Blockchain Variants”, and “Blockchain surveys” are used across all databases. Additional

advanced search terms, such as “Sharding blockchain”, “DAG blockchain”, “TDAG Blockchain”, “Blockchain privacy”, and “Blockchain scalability” are
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also employed. In addition to peer-reviewed journal articles, conference papers, thesis, white papers, pre-prints, and books published in recent years

are included in the review process. The basis for this classification is the structure a variant follows. Researchers try to impart different optimized

structures in the blockchain to manage the number of transactions per second. For example, DAG-based blockchain systems hold the potential

to achieve rapid transaction conformations while also offering scalability by allowing transactions to proceed in parallel. Another approach that

enhances horizontal scalability by dividing the network’s nodes into distinct shards. Each shard is responsible for a specific subset of transactions.

It facilitates concurrent transactions as multiple shards work in parallel. Similarly, the innovative structure of TDAG, which is transaction-focused,

excels in scalability and confirmation speed. There is no separation of roles between transaction approvers and issuers, which further simplifies net-

work structure. Consensus is the core component of blockchain technology. Certain blockchain variants show improvement over traditional ones

by altering their consensus mechanism. We included combined or miscellaneous approaches in our classification apart from the four mentioned

blockchain variant classes. In this particular class, we have variants that fall in more than one class or does not fall in any of the mentioned class, that

is, use new novel approaches to enhance scalability.

1.4 Research questions

The rationale behind conducting this survey paper stems from the necessity to thoroughly investigate several critical research inquiries concern-

ing the dynamic nature of blockchain technology. Firstly, an exploration is conducted into the present condition of solutions that are accessible for

a wide range of issues encountered by blockchain ecosystems. It involves a range of challenges about scalability, security, consensus processes, and

other related aspects. Our investigation aims to evaluate current options, elucidating their efficacy and constraints comprehensively. Furthermore,

we explore the approaches employed by different iterations of blockchain technology in addressing these complex difficulties. Gaining insights into

the varying tactics employed to overcome these difficulties necessitates a comprehensive understanding of the nuanced approaches and adjust-

ments implemented by various blockchain implementations. Finally, the survey aims to identify the areas of research that will significantly impact

the future development of blockchain technology. Identifying these gaps and areas requiring additional exploration plays a crucial role in guiding

the trajectory of blockchain research and innovation. This process ensures that this disruptive technology continues to progress and adjust to the

dynamic environment of the digital realm. The following research inquiries are addressed in this survey.

1. RQ1: What is the scenario of current solutions to various blockchain challenges?

2. RQ2: How do Blockchain variants address the various issues in blockchain?

3. RQ3: What are the various research gaps for the future?

1.5 Structure of paper

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the core features and operational principles of blockchain, including its

structure, parameters, and different types. Section 3 introduces blockchain platforms’ challenges, and a survey of various strategies to counter

these challenges is presented. This section discusses the challenges of scalability and solutions concerning scalability. Section 4 summarizes var-

ious blockchain platforms or variants for scalability enhancement and their comparative analysis. Sections 5 and 6 discusses privacy concerns of

blockchain platforms and privacy-preserving variants. Section 7 introduces the latest use cases based on privacy-preserving blockchains. Sections 8

and 9 review smart contract vulnerabilities, computation power issues, and their proposed solutions. Finally, Section 10 discusses recent research

trends in various blockchain application areas.

2 BLOCKCHAIN: STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES

A blockchain is an increasing chain of Blocks where miners add and validate the Blocks. Blockchain can be thought of as a ledger where entries are

chronologically timestamped. Network peers must offer the following functions to maintain and operate the blockchain-routing, storage, wallet ser-

vices, and mining.32 The blockchain protocol organizes data into blocks, each containing a list of Bitcoin or any other crypto transactions completed

at a specific time. Chain structure is formed by every block linked by a pointer to the preceding block.

2.1 Structure of blockchain

Every block consists of a header and a body. The diagrammatic representation is shown in Figure 1. The header encompasses the hash code of a

block’s transactions, the preceding block’s hash code, a string called a nonce, and a timestamp to keep track of transactions while the body contains

the transactions.
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F I G U R E 1 A simple representation of a blockchain.

The block from where the chain originates is a genesis block, characteristic of a particular chain. The first block does not contain the previous

hash block, as its previous hash field is null. The other fields are briefly described here:

2.1.1 Block hash

Hashing is an objective approach that converts a variable-length input into a fixed-length cryptographic output. As a result, regardless of the amount

of data or file size involved, its unique hash will remain the same size. Hashes are used in various stages in a blockchain system. Each block in a

blockchain carries the hash of the preceding block header, guaranteeing that nothing is tampered with when additional blocks are added. Every

block in the chain, except for the first, includes a prior and current block hash. The Secure Hashing Algorithm 256 of Bitcoin is a prime illustration

(commonly shortened to SHA-256). The output data of SHA-256 is always of a predefined length of 256 bits (the output is 32 bytes).

2.1.2 Nonce

A nonce is a number or string appended to a hashed transaction in a blockchain that, when rehashed, fits the difficulty criteria. The nonce is the

number that blockchain miners try to compute. When a solution is found, blockchain miners are rewarded with cryptocurrencies.

2.1.3 Merkle tree

The concept of the Merkle tree was first introduced by Ralph Merkle in 1987 in his work “A Digital Signature Based on a Conventional Encryption

Function”. A data structure used to store transaction hash values is a Merkle Tree.33 The hashing algorithm used is SHA256. The Merkle root is kept

in the block header. A combined hash of all the transactions processed inside a block is placed in this structure. Merkle tree reduces the effort to

verify any transaction in a particular lock. As the Merkle tree root is kept in the block’s header, there is no need for the whole copy of the transaction

to verify it. The major advantage of utilizing a Merkle tree is that numerous essential pieces of information about a specific data element or the data

set as a whole may be validated without requiring access to the entire data set.33 Instead, we search in that particular branch only, thus reducing the

complexity from (n) to (logn). Thus, to verify a particular transaction, there is no need to download the entire blockchain.

2.1.4 Timestamp

The timestamp stores the timing of transactions since it stores the moment the data block is mined and validated. Its function is to avoid the

double-spending attack.
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2.1.5 Consensus

A consensus mechanism is a fault-tolerant technique used in blockchain technology. It mainly establishes agreement amongst distributed compo-

nents or multi-agents on a particular data value or network state. It is handy for keeping track of stuff, among other things. A consensus mechanism

is required in a blockchain to carry out transactions smoothly. A variety of consensus mechanisms exist in present-day blockchain systems. When

implementing blockchain technology in various circumstances, distributed technology overcomes the limitations of centralization but also intro-

duces a slew of new challenges. Bitcoin, for example, relied on the inefficient Proof-of-Work consensus mechanism. It needs the nodes to use

energy for mathematical calculations. So, it becomes inefficient for systems like banks where we need more transactions to use a public blockchain.

Blockchains are not completely anonymous; partial anonymity, called pseudo-anonymity, is achieved only, which proves costly in certain situations.

So, in general, privacy concerns remain.23 The other major concern to be dealt with when the chain’s size keeps increasing is scalability.34 Based on

the user operation, security, and scalability, Blockchains can be of different kinds. We have different types of Blockchains depending on the problem

being addressed. A brief description is provided below, and a table describes the comparison.

2.2 Blockchain types

To summarize in brief, the various reasons that led to the cornerstone in the development of different types of blockchains are:

1. Any specific type of blockchain carries out no specific agenda.

2. Scalability and security issues with a public blockchain.

3. Pure centralization of private blockchains.

The different types of blockchains based on the above points are:

2.2.1 Public Blockchain

Also known as a public Ledger or permissionless blockchain. Here, anyone can join the network and become a part of the chain. Because of its decen-

tralised nature, it necessitates some method of data authentication. That approach is a consensus algorithm that allows blockchain participants to

agree on the present state of the ledger. The commonly used consensus algorithm is proof of work (PoW),35 which allows the decentralized network

to agree on variables like account balances and transaction order. At the same time, more new mechanisms are being proposed and tested. The lack

of the need for trust is one of the most significant advantages of the public blockchain. Everything is recorded, public, and unchangeable. The disad-

vantages include the need for processing power, little or no transaction privacy, and scalability. These are critical concerns of blockchain application

usecases.

2.2.2 Private blockchain

In this type of chain, a limited number of nodes get access to be a part of the chain. This type of blockchain is somewhat centralized because a

single unit manages it, and only that unit provides access to different nodes. It achieves a highly scalable chain of nodes. As this type of blockchain

is permission-based, there is not even partial anonymity. Its main motive is to prevent the misuse of organizational details. Depending on the use

case, it can maximize the participant’s trust and confidence. A private blockchain can be administered behind a business firewall and even hosted

on company premises. The private blockchain has increased transactions per second (TPS) and enhanced scalability over the public blockchain.

However, these blockchains did not guarantee immutability as the organization can roll back their transactions anytime. Also, security concerns

increase as the number of nodes is less and malicious users can penetrate the network easily.36 Hyperledger Fabric is designed for this type of

blockchain.37

2.2.3 Hybrid blockchain

A blend of permissionless and permissioned blockchain technologies. The private blockchain fixes the scalability issues, whereas the Public

blockchain seeks Transparency. Moreover, the processing of sensitive data is performed on the private blockchain. Privacy is achieved using
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hybrid architecture as the number of nodes involved in sensitive transactions is less specific. Hybrid Blockchains have enhanced scalability and

decentralization mechanisms; they still lack control over data variables, unlike private and consortium blockchains.

2.2.4 Consortium blockchain

This version of the blockchain is decentralized to some extent. In consortium blockchain, a group of private Blockchains collaborate. Consortium and

hybrid blockchain may sound similar, but they are entirely different, the former being a combination of public and private while the group manages

the latter. Examples of this type of blockchain are Quorum and Corda.38,39 Consortium comes up with advantages like limited access, which means

increased TPS, better scalability, and privacy. It helps to maintain partial transparency across the different organizations, but it is not entirely free

from censorship and centralization.40

Table 4 demonstrates how different kinds of blockchain systems are compared. A blockchain can differ from other blockchains in terms of

another parameter called consensus mechanism, as mentioned in section 2.1. A consensus mechanism is a medium by which a blockchain agrees

or disagrees with a certain transaction. Different blockchains follow numerous consensus mechanisms. The underlying consensus mechanism is

a critical component of a blockchain network, as it determines the performance, throughput and security. As a result, several current and unique

consensus mechanisms are created to overcome the constraints of various blockchain systems. A thorough examination of these mechanisms and

algorithms aids in determining how and why each blockchain performs as it does. The next section overviews basic consensus mechanisms followed

by different blockchain technologies. The two most common consensus approaches are proof of work (POW) and proof of stake (POS). The most

common example of this type of blockchain is Bitcoin6 and Ethereum.8 Adding a new block to the chain involves solving a cryptographically difficult

puzzle or staking a part of the owned currency. The former is proof of work, and the latter is proof of stake. Bitcoin and Ethereum use proof of work.

2.3 Why is consensus needed?

It’s not as hard to spot double-spending as in a centralised system when one entity controls a ledger of all transactions. When Alice sends Bob $1,

the central ledger manager takes $1 from Alice and provides $1 to Bob. PayPal and other payment systems meet this criterion. Cryptocurrencies,

on the other hand, are not like that. The goal is to avoid having a single leader or entity in charge of the system, which complicates record-keeping

as it has to be kept decentralized. To keep a decentralised system working, we need a consensus mechanism where the decisions are carried out so

that we may not suffer from double-spending.

2.3.1 Proof of work

Proof-of-Work (POW) is the initial consensus mechanism in a blockchain network. This mechanism is being used in the blockchain to verify transac-

tions and add new blocks to the blockchain. Miners compete in POW to finish network transactions and are rewarded for their efforts. The network

TA B L E 4 Comparative analysis of various types of blockchains.

Parameter

Public

blockchain

Private

blockchain

Hybrid

blockchain

Consortium

blockchain

Resistance to censorship Achieved Not achieved Partially achieved Achieved

Scalability Scalability is a limitation Scalability is user-specific Highly scalable Scalability by joint

consortium

Security Algorithm dependent Voting based Combined Depends on voting of

approved/multiple

participants

Immutability Immutable Can be tampered Immutable Can be tampered

Chain nature Permissionless Permissioned/centralized Private permissionless Permissioned

User identity Pseudoanonymus Known/Approved Pseudoanonymus/Known Known/Approved

Use case Cryptocurrency,

electronic notarization

Internal voting, banking Research, medical supply

chain

Business consortium,

research

Platform Ethereum,8 Litecoin41 Multichain,42

Hyperledger37

Dragonchain43 Energy web

foundation, R3
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users trade digital tokens. A decentralized ledger organizes all transactions into blocks. However, considerable caution should be used while verifying

transactions and organizing blocks. This is the duty of certain types of nodes known as miners. The primary operating concepts are the mathematical

challenges and the ability to verify the answer35 quickly.

2.3.2 Proof of stake

Proof of Stake (POS) is a new form of consensus that blockchain technologies use to reach an agreement on a single genuine record of data history.

POS validators contribute their part of currency or stake to certify (or validate) blocks into existence. In contrast, POW miners spend energy (usually

electricity) to mine blocks into creation. Validators are network participants that run nodes (known as validator nodes) to propose and implement

a POS blockchain. A part of cryptocurrency is staked on the chain, and nodes make themselves accessible to be picked randomly to propose a block.

Other validators “attest” to seeing the block. After a specific number of attestations for a block are obtained, it is time-stamped and appended to

the chain. Validators are rewarded for successfully proposing blocks (as in POW) and attesting to blocks observed.44

Besides these basic consensus mechanisms, blockchain technology is adapting new consensus rules to change its appearance. This field has

huge advancements, and many consensus mechanisms have been developed lately. Some other consensus mechanisms proposed include Refer-

ences 19,45. The introduction of Green Blockchain46 has shifted the focus towards computation-efficient mechanisms instead of the traditional

blockchain, which is computationally hard. The main focus is shifting towards developing chain systems where resource consumption is not so high.

We mention some of the blockchain variants based on different consensus mechanisms in the latter part of this paper.

3 CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS CONCERNING SCALABILITY

The most important challenge in a blockchain is its scalability. We have a limit on the number of transactions. For example, with Bitcoin, we may

produce a block after 10 min because that is the expected block time, and it can handle 3 to 7 transactions per second; also, in Ethereum, it is 15 to

20 transactions every second. The anticipated block time is fixed to a constant number to ensure miners do not compromise the chain’s security by

adding additional processing power. The average block time of the blockchain network is evaluated after n blocks. If the block time is longer than

expected, the level of difficulty of the Proof of Work technique is reduced. In the reverse case, if the block time is shorter, the difficulty level increases,

and the block time is based on this design idea. Mechanisms like sharding, sidechaining, and subchaining are proposed for countering this problem.

3.1 Sharding

It divides the blockchain into smaller sections to scale the platform to serve more users. Compared to other shards, each shard comprises its data,

making it separate and autonomous. Because sharding divides a blockchain network into distinct shards, it can assist in minimizing network latency

or slowness. However, sharding has significant security issues, such as the possibility of shards being attacked.47 Sharding is a conventional database

technique presented primarily for optimizing big commercial databases. The fundamental concept of sharding technology is divide and conquer. As

a result, sharding technologies divide a blockchain network into various separate networks, each comprising a subset of peers known as a shard.

Sharding allows multiple parallel transactions to occur simultaneously, resulting in improved performance from the Merkle root of the transaction

group. Any transaction receipt is conveniently retrieved via numerous Merkle trees. The receipts are also kept in a distributed shared memory

that other shards may see but cannot modify.48 Figure 2 depicts a sharding architecture separating the blockchain network into four shards. The

network’s transactions are split into shards, so each node has to process a tiny portion of the transactions that stream in.

3.2 Sidechaining

Technologies that allow tokens and related valuable contracts and assets from one blockchain to be safely utilized on a different blockchain before

being returned to the original blockchain when required.49 A sidechain is a secondary blockchain with a two-way connection to the main blockchain.

Currently, sidechains are in two platforms: (i) RSK (short for Rootstock). RSK (short for Rootstock) has built an open-source testnet named Gin-

ger for its sidechains. RSK aims to provide smart contract capabilities on the Bitcoin blockchain, allowing quicker payments. (ii) Ardor’s Blockchain

Ardor’s sidechains are referred to as “childchains” and are intimately linked to the main chain. Because the parent mainchain keeps few func-

tionalities, most transactions are moved down to the childchain level. Childchains provide access to global entities like assets and currencies

across chains.
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F I G U R E 2 A sharding-based blockchain structure.

3.3 Subchaining

A SubChain is a complete and self-contained blockchain. On the SubChain, the process for achieving all functionalities and consensus is the same

as on the MainChain. The MainChain serves as a witness, while SubChains send data to the main chain in their blocks regularly.34 This technique

guarantees that the sub-chains and the main chain are in sync.

3.4 Payment channel networks

Payment channel networks (PCNs) are new emerging solutions to scalability issues. Based on the concept of payment channel, which enables parties

to engage in multiple transactions while updating pre-established balance commitments.50 Despite a promising solution, PCNs face issues in routing

payments effectively. Payments need to find paths having enough funds. Moreover, while flowing in one direction through a channel, payments can

become exhausted, rendering routing approaches ineffective and potentially disrupting network.51 More information about PCNs is elaborated in

Reference 52.

Apart from these fundamentals, various researchers proposed some more mechanisms to enhance scalability. A survey on various scalability

resolving techniques like off-chain, cashing, sidechain, interchain, and deep learning-based methods was carried out in Reference 53. Apart from

the mentioned techniques, a lot of research in this direction has recently gained momentum. Some recent works are mentioned below. Moreover,

researchers introduced a probabilistic verification (PV) scheme that efficiently reduces block propagation delay and fork formation.54 PV scheme is

found resistant to double-spending attacks and fake blocks. To examine the trade-off between scalability and security in sharding-based blockchain

networks, a probability distribution model is suggested in Reference 55. Hypergeometric distribution and Chebyshev’s inequality are commonly

employed for this purpose. The top boundaries of hypergeometric distributed transaction processing and shard failure probability are primarily
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assessed. A unique permissioned blockchain platform, “Rahasak,” for corporate applications that require extremely high scalability is proposed.

To manage real-time transaction executions on the blockchain network, the Rahasak Blockchain uses Apache Kafka-based consensus on top of a

“Validate-Execute-Group” blockchain architecture.56 In Reference 57, the efficacy of sharding remains a challenge because of the unequal distribu-

tion of malicious nodes. The many-objective optimization method based on the dynamic reward and penalty mechanism (MaOEA-DRP) is proposed

to optimize the shard validation. The best blockchain sharding strategy is then found. It is evident from References 34,47,49,53–58 that a lot of

research to improve scalability is going on. Still, a lot needs to be done to improve the overall system.

4 BLOCKCHAIN VARIANTS DEVELOPED ACROSS YEARS TO COUNTER SCALABILITY ISSUES

Blockchain technology has revolutionized various industries by providing secure, transparent, decentralized solutions to many problems. However,

as the popularity of blockchain has grown, so have the scalability issues that come with it. Numerous blockchain variants have been developed

to address these challenges over the years. These variants employ various transaction processing and validation approaches, including sharding,

directed acyclic graph (DAG), temporal DAG (TDAG), and consensus mechanisms. In addition, miscellaneous approaches have also been explored to

enhance the scalability of blockchain technology. This paper provides a comprehensive overview of these blockchain variants and their comparative

analysis, focusing on their ability to address scalability issues and promote the wider adoption of blockchain technology.

4.1 Sharding based mechanisms

Sharding has emerged as a promising approach to address the scalability issues of blockchain technology. Sharding involves breaking down a

blockchain network into smaller, more manageable partitions called shards, each of which can process transactions independently. This allows for

greater parallelism in transaction processing, enabling blockchain networks to handle more transactions and scale more efficiently. In recent years,

various sharding-based methods have been proposed and implemented in different blockchain networks, each with unique features and limita-

tions. In this paper, we explore these sharding-based methods and their comparative analysis, focusing on their ability to enhance the scalability of

blockchain technology.

4.1.1 Monoxide

It enables system scalability while maintaining decentralization and security by operating multiple distinct and concurrent instances of solitary chain

consensus systems known as zones. As the network expands, the consensus occurs autonomously inside each zone with little connectivity, dividing

the effort of the whole network and ensuring a manageable load for individual nodes. As Blocks and transactions are zone-specific and maintained

solely in their very own zone, the entire Monoxide network is separated into multiple parallel zones, each of which is only accountable for itself.

Monoxide is the first scalable blockchain system that implements complete sharding of the consensus protocol and resource use for scalability while

retaining the decentralization guarantees of POW and maintaining the same degree of security as Bitcoin and Ethereum.59 Chu-ko-nu mining, a

unique proof-of-work system, is introduced to prevent the attack bar from being lowered when mining power is distributed over many zones, and

it further magnifies mining power and enables miners to create and add blocks in multiple zones. Handling transactions between shards or zones is

a critical challenge in sharding-based blockchain systems.

4.1.2 Elastico

It is the first permissionless blockchain sharding system. Participants in each Elastico consensus epoch solve the POW challenge to determine the

consensus council.60 In Elastico, the number of unit-time transactions rises linearly with available computer power—the more computing power in

the network, the more transaction blocks are selected per unit of time. Elastico’s network connections are efficient, and it can outperform byzan-

tine adversaries as little as one-fourth of the total computational capabilities. Elastico secures the mining network by dividing or parallelizing it into

narrower committees, each executing its transactions. Although sharding seems prevalent in non-byzantine contexts. Elastico is the first protocol

contender enabling sharding with byzantine adversaries that is secure. Moreover, Elastico promises enhanced scalability by utilizing sharding mech-

anisms. In each epoch, Elastico creates identities and committees. Such frequent operations may harm the efficiency of transaction execution. Even

though each node needs to validate transactions within its shard, nodes must keep all network data, which is a disadvantage in Elastico. It tolerates

1/4 of faulty nodes.
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4.1.3 OmniLedger

A modern decentralized ledger implemented upon Sharding and built on Elastico attempts to overcome issues surfacing Elastico. Built on

OmniLedger, Atomix is a two-phase client-driven lock/unlock technology ensuring the atomicity of cross-shard transactions. OmniLedger

utilizes blockDAG too, to parallelize the commitment of blocks and enhance transaction performance using Trust-but-Verify Validation. It

assures security and accuracy by employing a bias-resistant public-randomness method to pick big, statistically meaningful shards to exe-

cute transactions and a fast cross-shard commit method to handle transactions affecting numerous shards atomically. OmniLedger also

boosts efficiency by employing collectively signed state blocks for simultaneous intra-shard transaction execution and ledger pruning and

low-latency “trust-but-verify” transaction confirmation. OmniLedger needs users to actively participate in cross-shard transactions, which

makes satisfying lightweight users difficult.87 After each epoch, OmniLedger utilises UTXO pool checkpoints, but the state is not broad-

cast to the network. As a result, OmniLedger is vulnerable to attackers who can corrupt a shard from a prior epoch before the new nodes

of the shard bootstrap to the state during the epoch shift. This attack violates the system’s liveness property.61 It has 1/4 resilience to

byzantine faults.

4.1.4 Rapidchain

A public blockchain based on sharding that can withstand Byzantine flaws up to a third of the participants is far better than OmniLedger’s 1/4 per-

centage. RapidChain demonstrates that in prior sharding-based protocols, transaction communication overhead significantly hinders transaction

speed and response time.62 RapidChain uses a speedy cross-shard verification mechanism to reduce the data sent per transaction, thus eliminat-

ing the need to broadcast transactions to the entire channel. RapidChain employs a provably secure re-configuration mechanism and an optimized

intra-committee consensus mechanism capable of achieving extremely high system capacity through block parallel execution. Bootstrap, Consen-

sus, and Reconfiguration are the three major components of RapidChain. The protocol begins with Bootstrap and continues in epochs, each including

several epochs. A Reconfiguration step follows consensus iterations. RapidChain lets new leaders propose a different block while repositioning old

block headers, which enables RapidChain to pipeline consensus iterations, increasing throughput.62 The protocol, in particular, only permits a certain

number of parties to join or depart, and the adversary may only corrupt a fixed number of additional parties with each epoch transition. RapidChain’s

synchronous consensus process is another flaw. In the event of a temporary loss of network synchronization, the consensus of cross-shard transac-

tions is susceptible, and therefore consistency may fail. However, a decent tradeoff between performance and security will make Rapidchain pretty

efficient.

4.1.5 Ziliqa

It is a new blockchain framework built on Sharding technology that overcomes the scalability issue of conventional blockchain platforms.86 The

sender address allocates transactions to shards such that the same shard handles transactions from the same address. Nonces prevent double

spending; when an address submits a transaction, the nonce in the account and the global state are updated.63 Zilliqa has a unique special-purpose

smart contract language and execution environment uses the underlying architecture to create a large-scale, extremely efficient computation plat-

form. Transaction sharding is provided by Zilliqa, not state sharding. This implies that each node stores the data with terabytes of storage.64 Ziliqa’s

smart contract language is based on dataflow programming, making it suited for large-scale, readily parallelized calculations. Simple computations

like search, sort, and linear algebra are examples of more sophisticated computations like training neural nets, data mining, financial modeling,

scientific computing, and any map reduce task.

However, some more sharding-based techniques include PolyShard,65 which is a “polynomially programmed sharding” technique that estab-

lishes information-theoretic upper constraints on storage efficiency, system throughput and trust, allowing for a genuinely scalable system.

The PolyShard system’s scalability and performance advantages over the state-of-the-art are quantitatively demonstrated in simulation results.

Also, Harmony66 was proposed, which solves the issues with existing blockchains by integrating the greatest research and engineering prac-

tices into a finely tailored solution. Furthermore, owing to its distributed random-generating mechanism, Harmony was prepared to illustrate

that its sharding method possesses enough security. Table 5 provides a comparative analysis of blockchain variants based on basic sharding

mechanisms.

The issue of improving its efficiency without compromising any of the other two, that is, security and decentralization, is the main challenge in all

existing sharding systems. Only a few efficient sharding protocols currently provide high decentralization, scalability, and security levels. As a result,

there is still a lot of room for research in this area. While sharding-based approaches have been shown to enhance blockchain scalability significantly,

we feel that further research and observations into the operations of several of these protocols are required. The first operation is partitioning the

network into shards, the second is choosing a consensus that assures security and protection inside a cluster, and the last is picking the optimum
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TA B L E 5 Comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on sharding mechanism.

Variant Consensus Topology Throughput

Transaction

confirmation time (s)

Fault

tolerance

Monoxide PoW with Chu-ko-nu mining Sharding 11696 TPS 13–21 1/2

Elastico Byzantine, PoW Sharding 40 TPS 800 1/4

Omniledger Byzantine, PoW Sharding 3500 TPS 800 1/4

Rapidchain Optimal intra committee, PoW Sharding 7380 TPS 8.7 1/3

Ziliqa PBFT, PoW Sharding 1218 TPS 1800 1/3

Note: Fault tolerance indicates the fraction of tolerating the fraction of faulty nodes.

F I G U R E 3 A directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure: The key distinction here is that in the blockchain, each block always refers to the
previous block, but in the block-DAG, a block might refer to many prior blocks.

consensus among the committees. Moreover, authors in Reference 65 have explored the vulnerability to Sybil attacks of sharding-based blockchains.

If an attacker has the enormous computational capacity to produce numerous Sybil committee members (by producing multiple legitimate node

IDs), it can easily manipulate the underlying consensus mechanism. However, if the design is carried out properly, the attack can be avoided.67

4.2 Directed acyclic graph based mechanisms

The directed acyclic graph (DAG) has transformed blockchain technology. DAG is quickly eclipsing older methods, given its improved vali-

dation mechanism, high scalability, efficient provenance, support for IoT, and multi-party engagement. The basic concept here is to increase

the scalability of a decentralized ledger by using DAG instead of a single series of blocks. BlockDAG is based on a data structure in which

blocks are arranged in a graph-like structure called DAG, as defined in Reference 68. Figure 3 describes the structure of DAG. The edges

in this DAG indicate the previously published blocks to which each is related, whereas the vertices represent a single block. BlockDAG

does not try to remove POW mining or transaction fees, but it uses the DAG’s structural features to address the problems associated with

high orphan rates in blockchains. Orphan blocks are created due to inevitable network propagation delays produced outside the longest

chain. DAGs are a mathematical structure utilized by several projects not based on Satoshi’s proof-of-work mechanism. BlockDAGs, con-

versely, are DAG applications to a Nakamoto-based system (in particular, proof-of-work), with just the data structure and consensus layer

redesigned.

BlockDAG is a structural modification of blockchain, not a new consensus or any other medium. Some of the blockchain variants based on

BlockDAG are:
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4.2.1 Spectre

In Spectre,69 transactions can be verified in seconds, and throughput can be increased by magnitudes over Bitcoin; it is only restricted by network

infrastructure and ability. As a result, the protocol eliminates the Nakamoto Consensus security-scalability trade-off. Spectre’s key technique is a

voting algorithm that determines the order of each pair of blocks in the directed acyclic graph (DAG). The voters are blocks (not miners), and each

block’s vote is interpreted algorithmically (rather than interactively) based on its position in the DAG. Spectre transactions can be completed in sec-

onds, and throughput can be increased by orders of magnitude above Bitcoin; it is only limited by network infrastructure and capacity. Unlike Bitcoin

and its numerous variations, Spectre is safe against attackers with less than 50% of the processing power, even when its throughput is raised and

the propagation delay becomes significant. However, the increased flexibility in parent selection may increase the attack surface, like in a balancing

attack. The willingness to postpone decisions on clearly double-spent transactions has been critical to Spectre’s success. As a result, it addresses a

weaker problem than typical consensus methods. This makes it less suited for systems requiring total order over transactions, such as Bitcoin and

Ethereum.6,8

4.2.2 Phantom

A protocol based on Nakamoto’s longest-chain protocol. Unlike Bitcoin blocks, which include a previous block’s hash on the chain they are extending,

Phantom organizes blocks in a Directed Acyclic Graph, or BlockDAG. As a result, each block might include several hash references to predeces-

sors. Phantom then orders all blocks and transactions and returns a consistent list of approved transactions. Unlike the Bitcoin protocol, which

discards blocks that are not on the main chain, Phantom includes all blocks in the BlockDAG into the ledger but places attacker-created blocks

lower in the order.61,67 PHANTOM addresses scalability, trade-offs, and security concerns while ensuring a quick voting process, making it more

generic and scalable than other blockchain protocols.67 Phantom contains a parameter k that regulates the protocol’s tolerance to blocks pro-

duced simultaneously, which can be adjusted to allow larger throughput. It, therefore, avoids the security-scalability tradeoff that Nakamoto’s

protocol suffers from. Phantom utilises a greedy algorithm on the BlockDAG to differentiate between blocks mined by non-cooperating nodes

diverting from mining protocol and those created by honest nodes. The procedure for mining Phantom generates a solid overall order based on

this differentiation. All honest nodes finally agree on a strategy to implement BlockDAG. Phantom is vulnerable to live-ness attack. Even if all

honest nodes are perfectly synchronized, attackers with limited computational power can postpone transaction confirmation indefinitely with

high probability.

4.2.3 Conflux

Conflux is a decentralized blockchain platform that is quick, scalable, and secure. It uses intrinsic parallelism in blockchain transactions. It employs

a DAG-based method to defer entire order reconciliation while maintaining the same external interface compared to traditional chain-based meth-

ods.70 Conflux answers the scalability issue by providing a unique tree-graph consensus mechanism. The processing power of each node limits flux

throughput rather than the consensus mechanism. Conflux arranges blocks into a new tree-graph structure, a tree within a (DAG). Concurrent blocks

are not regarded as harmful in Tree-Graph but also contribute to the Conflux ledger. Their POW solutions enhance the finality of all of their ances-

tors, and their transactions are put in the ledger total order in the most efficient way possible. This protects Conflux against double-spending attacks

while also increasing its throughput.70 Conflux’s consensus protocol intrinsically incorporates two alternative block generation methods to combat

liveness attacks: an optimistic strategy that allows quick confirmation and a conservative strategy that assures consensus progress. Conflux com-

bines these two techniques into a single consensus process using its innovative adaptive weight mechanism. Table 6 analyses different DAG-based

Blockchain variants based on throughput, consensus and other characteristics.

In a recent study, Zhou et al.71 proposed DLattice, a public blockchain framework with a novel double-DAG architecture. DLattice employs a

novel protocol, DPOS- BA-DAG (PANDA), to achieve a consensus among users. DAG-based systems offer new models with great throughput and

TA B L E 6 Comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on DAG mechanism.

Variant Consensus Topology Throughput

Transaction

confirmation time (s) Technique

Smart contract

support Ledger

Spectre PoW DAG 1000+ TPS 10–120 Pairwise Vote No Permissionless

Phantom PoW DAG 1000+ TPS 10–120 K-cluster Yes Permissionless

Conflux PoW DAG 6400 TPS Less than minute Adaptive weighted protocols Yes Permissionless
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scalability because of their underlying architecture. However, the area has become increasingly complicated, with various shapes and patterns

that might confuse novices. In conclusion, combining PHANTOM and SPECTRE allows quick confirmation times and liveness. It is still uncer-

tain to accomplish a linear ordering without jeopardizing the speed of confirmation. Conflux’s unique consensus process protects it from double

spending and liveness attacks, even when the block creation rate is high. Conflux offers a potential solution to the blockchain’s performance con-

straint and opens up many blockchain applications. Future advancements, particularly structural shifts, have a range of effects on performance,

scalability, and security.

4.3 TDAG based mechanisms

TDAG is a DAG structure made out of transactions rather than blocks. Each transaction has a list/Merkle tree of hashes from previous transactions.

Particularly because of the ever-increasing data expansion, TDAG systems have two advantages over blockchain or blockDAG designs, that is, speed

and scalability. Once put onto the network, each new transaction receives at least partial confirmations from peers very quickly, meaning no longer

delays for miners to secure a new block. In terms of scalability, TDAG surpasses blockchain and blockDAG. Local peers confirm each transaction for

faster mining. With many transactions, the TDAG structure expands and is not restricted to linear processing like other non-TDAG blockchains. This

structure is extremely beneficial where the number of transactions per second is more like IoT networks.18 Transactions in a TDAG merely reference

parent transactions that are visible immediately to the issuer. As a result, TDAG outperforms blockDAG techniques since there is no need to wait

for new blocks to be mined, and transactions may be confirmed instantly. The following provides a review of some of the best-known TDAG-based

approaches.

4.3.1 Tangle (IOTA)

Tangle is for the Internet of Things. Tangle is believed to be an evolutionary step after blockchain and offers features needed to create a

machine-to-machine micropayment framework. With essential characteristics, including micropayment support and no transaction fees, IOTA

is a potential platform for Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications.72 It is employed when someone wants to keep a distributed ledger without

blockchain technology. Tangle does not need total node miners. Validating new transactions requires comparing them to two prior transactions,

thereby reducing time and memory needs.73 The consensus process of the IOTA protocol has its basis in the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

algorithm.73 Transactions are connected using a weighted random walk. The focus of this stroll is on heavy transactions or ledger branches.

Heaviness is a metric that reflects how many more transactions in the DAG directly or indirectly reference a specific transaction. The integer

holding this is called cumulative weight. The higher a transaction’s cumulative weight, the more likely it is to be included in the DAG’s main,

agreed-upon branch.74 Because all data in the Tangle are permissionless, the privacy level provided by IOTA is unknown. Parasitic chain attacks

are a vulnerability for IOTA, where a parallel chain intermittently connects to the DAG.75 There is a scope for further improvement in the

MCMC algorithm.

4.3.2 Avalanche

Avalanche is a consensus system that uses random network sampling and a metastable mechanism. Avalanche refers to a specific instance of a

broader family of consensus procedures based on DAGS.47 Metastability denotes a lack of equilibrium, which is crucial for blockchains as they lean

in one direction to achieve consensus. Avalanche is intended to shift consensus towards one choice in an ultra-decentralized (no leader) and secure

(probabilistic selection) way. This suggests that the most potent miners or the nodes with the highest stakes (effectively, network leaders) need to

be in control of the network. Instead, all nodes come to a consensus using probabilistic sampling, which involves selecting sets of nodes and their

decisions at random and accepting the majority decision.

4.3.3 Byteball

Instead of using the blockchain, Byteball stores and transfers data using directed acyclic graph (DAG) technology. This system operates similarly to

blockchains in that a new block scans all previous blocks to complete the transaction. Blackbytes76 are a second currency utilized on the Byteball

platform. Blackbyte transactions are much less traceable than byte transactions, accessible on the DAG. Instead of being stored in a public database,

blackbyte data is transmitted directly from peer to peer.77 Byteball arranges transactions in a network topology, but with the help of trustworthy

and reputable witness nodes, it finally creates a main chain. These nodes separate themselves from other nodes by creating witness units regularly.
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TA B L E 7 Comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on TxDAG mechanism.

Variant Consensus Topology Throughput

Transaction

confirmation time

Smart contracts

supported

IoTA (Tangle) Total weight of transactions, PoW TxDAG 1500 TPS 1–5 min Yes

Avalance Metastable BFT protocols TxDAG 1300-5000 TPS 4.2 s Yes

Byteball Validation by witness TxDAG 10 TPS 30 s Yes

Nano Weighted voted on conflicting transactions, PoW TxDAG 1000+ TPS 0.14 s No

A Main Chain Index (MCI) that connects to a witnessing unit identifies each unit. The MCI is allocated to each vertex v, corresponding to the height

of the nearest central chain vertex with a directed path to that vertex. When a node wishes to link a new connection with a tip, it must first assess

its legitimacy and MCI. Meanwhile, the MC is picked collaboratively between the witness group and the network. Byteball’s witness group, which

consists of 12 trustworthy entities, decides the next vertex of MC. Witness participation in the blockDAG allows assigning a witness degree to

contender nodes or vertices. The witness with the highest witness index is assigned to MC.

4.3.4 Nano

Nano is a permissionless cryptocurrency with a unique lattice-based design that achieves consensus using delegated Proof of Stake voting.78 Nano

obtains consensus by a weighted vote on competing transactions. While retaining a robust and decentralized system, this consensus mechanism

allows for faster, more deterministic transactions. Nano is still growing and has established itself amongst the effective cryptocurrencies in terms

of performance. Nano provides fee-free transactions and possesses a huge scaling capacity. In nano, each user possesses their blockchain, which

they maintain asynchronously to the blockchain network, leading to fast transactions with minimum bandwidth.79 Account balances, instead of

transaction amounts, are tracked by transactions, allowing for aggressive database cleaning while maintaining integrity. The initial beta version of

Nano (RaiBlocks) was published in December 2014, establishing it as one of the earliest Directed Acyclic Graph-based cryptocurrencies.78 Analysis

of different TDAG based blockchain variants is provided in Table 7.

TDAG protocols are perfect for permissionless networks because they scale with more participants. To address the scalability limitations of

current blockchains, they allow users to choose or configure a plug-and-play consensus algorithm. This architecture also addresses the issue of

transaction fees and costly blockchains. The optimal TDAG, according to Nano, must have minimal latency and great efficiency. For transaction val-

idation, proof of work, provenance, dynamic contract creation, negotiation/renegotiation, and other purposes, clever and cost-effective algorithms

must be designed and developed.

4.4 Consensus

Consensus protocols are the foundation of a blockchain network because they ensure consistency and integrity, resulting in tamper-proof and

immutable features. The POW and POS are the most typical blockchain protocols, as mentioned in section 2.3. Alternative consensus protocols

develop specific blockchain variants.

4.4.1 Stellar

Stellar is a well-known cryptocurrency project that specializes in payment processing. The Stellar project aims to close the gap between cryptocur-

rencies and centralised financial institutions like banks. The Stellar consensus protocol (SCP) is an open-membership quorum-based Byzantine

agreement system. Individual node local configuration decisions are combined to form quorums. SCP is a novel, fully accessible Byzantine agree-

ment protocol that uses the peer-to-peer structure of the financial network to obtain global agreement underneath a unique premise. This allows for

the atomic commitment of irreparable transactions between untrusting parties. There is much debate among cryptocurrency users about whether

Stellar, a fork of Ripple, should be considered as the genuine coin or the fork.80

4.4.2 Ripple

Ripple works on the Ripple protocol consensus algorithm (RPCA) consensus mechanism. The main motive behind its introduction is latency with

other variants. Within the broader network, the proposed technique featured collectively-trusted subnetworks. The confidence needed for these
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TA B L E 8 Comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on consensus mechanism.

Variant Consensus Topology Throughput

Transaction

confirmation time (s)

Smart contracts

supported

Stellar SCP Open ledger 2000 TPS 5 Yes

Ripple RPCA Open ledger 1500 TPS 3–5 No

EOSIO BFT, DPOS Shared ledger 4000 TPS 30 Yes

subnetworks could be higher and much lower with careful selection of member nodes.81 Ripple serves the banking and finance industries. Rather

than revolutionizing how ordinary people trade or hold wealth, its primary goal is resolving difficulties inside the banking industry. Each server

compiles a list of all legitimate transactions it has witnessed before the start of the consensus. This list is known as the “candidate set.” The candidate

sets of all servers on its Unique Node List (UNL) are combined, and voting on the authenticity of all transactions is conducted. A transaction requires

agreement from at least 80% of a server’s UNL in the last consensus round.

4.4.3 EOS.IO

A decentralized, open-source platform that permits decentralised apps to scale vertically, for example, explore sophisticated database technologies

to increase exibility and throughput). Moreover, horizontally, for example, investigate parallel execution of smart contracts). Byzantine fault toler-

ance (BFT) and Delegated proof of stake consensus (DPOS) techniques are being used by EOSIO. With no transaction fees, a high transaction rate,

and exceptionally low latency, EOS.IO claims to be able to service millions of users. However, with EOS.IO, a block can be validated by 15 or more

producers out of the 21 available.82,83 EOS.IO suffers from a lack of decentralisation due to this small number of producers. EOSIO further suffers

from bot accounts.

Table 8 provides a comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on a consensus mechanism. The consensus protocol, among

others, is the fundamental mechanism underpinning blockchain’s security and efficiency. Numerous consensus methods, from modest tweaks to

several replacement consensus algorithms, are proposed to improve the blockchain’s performance directly or fulfil specific application demands.

The primary goal is to enhance the scalability and security of the blockchain. While developing a consensus mechanism, the focus is on developing a

blockchain that consumes less computation power.

4.5 Miscelleneous approaches

Besides utilizing DAG, TxDAG, sharding, and consensus mechanisms, there are certain variants of blockchain that either fall in more than one

mechanism or entirely use different underlying technologies. These variants produce enhanced scalability and throughput and are currently under

research. Some of the variants in our survey are:

4.5.1 Hashgraph

Hashgraph, a successor to blockchain, offers better speed, fairness, lower cost, and security. A blockchain is like a tree that needs pruning as it grows

to prevent the branches of blocks from expanding out of reach. It ensures that the ledger has only one chain of blocks. In Hashgraph, instead of

removing new growth, it is incorporated into the ledger. This ensures that the network grows and evolves over time without losing any important

information.84 Hashgraph is more effective than blockchains since any transaction container is inserted into the ledger, and none are discarded.

Both of the divisions exist indefinitely and are intertwined into a single whole. Moreover, Hashgraph is inexpensive, fast, and more efficient than

blockchain.

4.5.2 Graphchain

A system that avoids blockchains in favor of constructing a distributed ledger in the form of a self-scaling graph. The transactions occur-

ring in the system are cross-verified. Newly generated transactions validate previous ones, establishing a thin network. The system employs

a cumulative consensus mechanism of the Proof of Work type, ensuring that each participant receives fair rewards.85 It provides a
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better technique for building blockchain systems by replacing the original chain’s structure with the graph data structure. Additionally,

everyone knows that a single miner processes all transactions in the Bitcoin system, resulting in much pointless work. Consequently, an alter-

native approach to optimize resource efficiency is to switch from competition to voting and concurrent mining.86 Increasing the number of

miners reduces the likelihood of all nodes going offline. Parallel mining proves beneficial in the development of high-availability blockchain

systems.

4.5.3 Chainweb

The Chainweb design maintains a consistent global hash rate and energy demand while providing high levels of Proof-of-work through-

put. A chain with a concurrent POW architecture that aggregates hundreds (if not thousands) of independently mined peers into a uni-

fied platform with throughput surpassing 10,000 transactions per second. Peer chains combine their Merkle roots together to produce

a single mega-chain with a total hash power equal to the sum of each chain’s hash rates.87 Each network chain mines the same cur-

rency, which is sent from one chain to another via a two-step, trustless Simple Payment Verification (SPV) at the smart contract level.

Chainweb provides increased security by substantially minimizing confirmation depth and significantly increasing performance. Chainweb

avoids the liquidity and centralisation issues of employing dedicated channels for scalability while complying with current worldwide regula-

tions. Chainweb delivers these advancements while retaining POW’s fundamental trustless, decentralized character. This protocol allows for

greater practical decentralization and an environment where companies, individual users, and big mining pools may coexist happily by acting

selfishly.

4.5.4 Blockclique

The restriction is addressed with the Blockclique design, which shards transactions in a block graph with a fixed number of threads. The design

enables the simultaneous generation of inherently compatible blocks, with each block referencing one preceding block of each thread.88 It was

the first to use transaction sharding with a directed acyclic block graph structure. The Blockclique design divides blocks of transactions into sev-

eral threads based on the input address of the transaction, allowing nodes to parallelize block creation while prohibiting nodes from spending the

same coins in many threads simultaneously. The blockclique consensus rule makes an ideal clique of suitable blocks, allowing a block generated in

one thread to be coherent with a block formed in another thread at the same time, allowing the rate of compatible blocks and transactions to be

broadcasted to the network to scale while trying to keep the fork rate low.

4.5.5 Polkadot

A heterogeneous multichain with scalability. Unlike earlier blockchain implementations, which focused on providing a single chain with various

degrees of generality across potential applications, Polkadot is meant to have no intrinsic application functionality. On the other hand, Polkadot

offers the foundational “relay chain” upon which a considerable variety of validatable multiple coherent dynamic data structures coexist side by

side, called parachains. Polkadot is a sharded multichain network. It can process many transactions on multiple chains simultaneously, bypassing the

bottlenecks plaguing traditional networks that process transactions one at a time.89 This parallel processing capacity enhances scalability and offers

the ideal environment for greater adoption and future growth. It is compatible with other blockchains inside and outside of cryptocurrency, allowing

for the construction of smart contracts and new blockchains (and tokens) and transmitting information across blockchains. Although the Polka-

dot project is marketed as highly compatible, its compatibility has some limitations. External blockchains, like Ethereum, need a bridge to interface

with the Polkadot Relay Network. Nevertheless, bridging protocols for Polkadot, like ChainX and Clover, are gaining ground, which needs further

development.90

4.5.6 Cosmos

Cosmos is a network of interconnected blockchains. The main goal of Cosmos is to create a crypto ecosystem of independent parallel blockchains

that can scale and communicate with one another. The network comprises several blockchains, each referred to as a zone. Those zones communi-

cate with one another through the use of the Inter-Blockchain Communication (IBC) protocol, which uses consensus techniques like Tendermint

consensus to allow heterogeneous chains to interchange values which are either token or data.91 Tendermint BFT is a mechanism used to protect

the network, validate transactions, and commit blocks to the blockchain by a distributed network running the Cosmos Blockchain. Tendermint Core
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TA B L E 9 Comparative analysis of different blockchain variants based on combined approaches.

Variant Consensus Topology Throughput

Transaction

confirmation time

Smart

contract supported

Hashgraph Randomised

gossip

Multiple parallel

chains

10,000+ TPS 3–5 s Yes

Graphchain Proof of luck

(POL)

Natural expanding

graph

Limited by

communication

networks

Bandwith limited by

communication

networks bandwith

Yes

Chainweb Parallelized

POW

Multiple parallel

chains

Limited by

communication

networks bandwith

Limited by

communication

networks bandwith

Yes

Blockclique PoW Multithreaded

and transaction

sharding

10,000 TPS 0–59 s Yes

Polkadot Nominated

POS

Sharding and

cross-chain

paralell

1000 TPS 60 s Yes

Cosmos Tendermint

BFT

Parallel chains 1000 TPS 6 s Yes

is the heart of Tendermint, a proof-of-stake (PoS) governance mechanism that maintains Cosmos Hub’s distributed network of computers in sync.

Unfortunately, prominent PoW-based blockchains like Bitcoin and Ethereum cannot link directly to Cosmos Hub. In such a scenario, bridges are

necessary for connecting reasons, just as in the case of Polkadot. Comparative analysis of the variants based on combined approaches is provided

in Table 9.

RQ1: What is the scenario of current solutions to various blockchain challenges?

Researchers and the industry have focused on developing multiple blockchain variants to address multiple blockchain challenges. The variants

work on a similar underlying principle as that of the blockchain. However, it comes up with certain advantages as well as disadvantages. Considering

the blockchain trilemma, its developers have developed a keen interest in catering to the various security vulnerabilities and scalability issues. The

main motive behind various variants is to develop a scalable, secure, and purely decentralized blockchain system. Figure 4 depicts graphical repre-

sentation of transaction time with transactions per second of different blockchain variants. In our survey, we have mentioned some of the variants

based on scalability and energy consumption.

RQ2: How do blockchain variants address the various issues in blockchain?

In this paper, we examine some of the most well-known scalability methods. We create a taxonomy to identify and assess the already proposed

solutions by analyzing and having a comparative analysis of their capabilities, strengths, and limitations. A hybrid model of techniques needs to be

designed to have a proof, scalable and secure system. Protocol designers must consider the tradeoff between decentralization and scalability based

on actual requirements.

5 CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS CONCERNING PRIVACY

As blockchain technology expands into various industries, privacy concerns are increasingly pressing. While blockchain is renowned for its trans-

parency and immutability, these features occur at the cost of privacy, particularly in public blockchain networks. This has led to a growing need

for solutions that can strike a balance between privacy and transparency. In this paper, we explore the challenges and solutions concerning pri-

vacy in blockchain technology. We examine the various privacy issues associated with blockchain networks, such as pseudonymity, traceability, and

information leakage, and the solutions proposed to address these challenges, including zero-knowledge proofs, ring signatures, and homomorphic

encryption. By providing a comprehensive overview of the privacy concerns and solutions in blockchain technology, we aim to contribute to devel-

oping more secure and privacy-enhanced blockchain systems. In permissionless blockchains that form the major portion of blockchain networks,

one can be a part of the chain, and the platform provides pseudo-anonymity from which inferences are drawn to expose the real ID, using various

techniques like graph modeling.92 Once the ID is revealed, every operation related to that ID is exposed, including transactions, wallet details, and so

forth. Real privacy implies the user should be completely obfuscated by design. In this section, We will discuss certain solutions regarding blockchain

privacy.
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F I G U R E 4 Graphical representation of transactions per second and transaction time of various blockchain variants.

5.1 Privacy solutions

In response, various privacy solutions are proposed to enhance the privacy and security of blockchain networks. These solutions include advanced

cryptographic techniques such as zero-knowledge proofs, ring signatures, and homomorphic encryption. Additionally, privacy-focused blockchains,

such as Monero and Zcash, emerged with unique features that aim to provide greater anonymity and confidentiality. In this paper, we explore these

privacy solutions and their comparative analysis, focusing on their ability to enhance the privacy and security of blockchain networks. Mixing93

strategy to preserve privacy in the blockchain environment. The working mechanism is to collect inputs from the different transactions and hide

values from intermediaries after proper mixing. Another approach is to apply a differential privacy preservation strategy that enhances data privacy

by adding some noise during query evaluation and separating noise and data at the output.94 Moreover, some encryption techniques are used to

enhance privacy in blockchain, but these methods are computationally efficient and a handsome trade-off between computation and privacy is

needed.95,96 Privacy is something that is still a broader research area in blockchain and a lot more needs to be done in this particular area.

6 VARIANTS OF BLOCKCHAIN FOR PRESERVING PRIVACY

The importance of privacy cannot be overstated; that is why various iterations of blockchain are developed. These innovative technologies pro-

vide a secure and reliable way to protect sensitive information, ensuring data is never compromised. These variants employ different approaches to

address privacy concerns and provide greater confidentiality and anonymity. We explore these variants of blockchain and their comparative anal-

ysis, focusing on their ability to enhance the privacy of blockchain networks. We examine different variants of blockchain that are proposed and

implemented, such as privacy-focused blockchains, hybrid blockchains, and permissioned blockchains, and assess their effectiveness in preserving

privacy. By providing a comprehensive overview of blockchain variants for preserving privacy, we aim to contribute to developing more secure and

privacy-enhanced blockchain systems.

6.1 Zcash

Zerocash’s implementation ensures complete anonymity by utilizing cutting-edge cryptographic technology, widely recognized for its reliabil-

ity. It incorporates the present transparent payment mechanism of Bitcoin with a protected payment method protected by non-interactive
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zero-knowledge arguments (zk-SNARKs).97 This implementation, however, has a small scope for further development as it needs more support for

solid user interaction.

6.2 Hawk

A decentralized smart contract system does not record plaintext monetary transactions on the blockchain network, protecting transaction

anonymity in the eyes of the public. Hawk programmers build private smart contracts in an effortless manner that does not need encryption.98

A proper cryptographic protocol is generated automatically by the compiler. Contracting parties communicate with the blockchain and employ

zero-knowledge proofs based on cryptographic primitives. Hawk programmers maintain the privacy of the system and provide user interactive

platforms in the form of contracts.

6.3 Ring signature blockchains

Ring signing is an encryption system that allows anyone participating in a group to produce signatures in the name of participants without disclosing

the individual signer’s identity.99 This gives group members anonymity that a universal digital signature system cannot provide.

6.4 Monero

Monero is a privacy-focused cryptocurrency that aims to give users greater anonymity and confidentiality than other cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin.

Monero uses various techniques to obfuscate transaction details, including ring signatures, stealth addresses, and confidential transactions, making

it difficult to trace transactions back to specific individuals or addresses. Monero has recently gained popularity among those prioritising privacy

and anonymity in their financial transactions.100

6.5 Traceable monero

Monero provides a high level of anonymity to users and transactions by including “chaff coins” or “mixins” with actual coins spent, making it difficult

to trace the source of transactions. However, anonymity in cryptocurrency transactions is exploited for criminal activities, making user accountabil-

ity or traceability necessary. The paper introduces a new cryptocurrency, Traceable Monero, that balances user anonymity and accountability by

overlaying Monero with two tracing mechanisms–tracing one-time addresses with money flows and tracing long-term addresses. This framework

relies on a tracing authority but is optimistic that it is only involved in investigations when required. Traceable Monero is secure and has minimal

overhead compared to regular Monero transactions.101

7 PRIVACY PRESERVING BLOCKCHAIN USE-CASES

We will have an overview of various privacy-preserving blockchain systems.

7.1 Score voting

Score voting is a type of voting in which voters assign a number score to each candidate instead of just choosing one. By enabling a more precise

and sophisticated representation of the voter’s decisions, we can better understand their choices. However, traditional voting methods have several

privacy and security issues, such as the potential for vote tampering and vote purchasing. By offering a decentralized and immutable platform for

vote recording and counting, blockchain technology is utilized to overcome these issues. Voters protect the privacy of their vote while allowing for

public verification of the vote count by employing cryptography. Moreover, by eliminating the need for a central authority to oversee the voting

process, blockchain-based score voting boosts democratic confidence and transparency. Based on blockchain technology, an e-voting system that

protects privacy and lets people vote from afar while keeping the privacy and integrity of their votes.102 The proposed system lets people vote by

score and protects the votes with encryption. So that wrong voters cannot change the score value, the scheme lets voters show that the score they

submit falls within a range already set before the vote is added to the blockchain. Simulations are conducted to test the scheme’s safety and capacity
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to handle up to 10,000 transactions concurrently. The plan uses blockchain technology to deal with concerns about privacy and security in remote

voting systems.

7.2 Tracing model

The pandemic of COVID-19 has created an urgent need for contact tracking to halt the spread of the virus. A contact tracing approach built on

a privacy-preserving blockchain assists in safeguarding user privacy while enabling efficient contact tracing. With this concept, an individual’s

personal information and location data are encrypted and anonymized before being stored on the blockchain. When a user tests positive for

COVID-19, the test result is recorded on the blockchain. Users with close contact with the infected individuals are notified without revealing the

individual’s identity. Using blockchain technology can assist in verifying the data’s integrity and provide a secure platform for contact-tracing activ-

ities; privacy-preserving algorithms make such systems user-friendly. The protocol in Reference 103 employs an auditable ABE scheme built on

blockchain technology and local differential privacy (LDP) to provide user privacy. The suggested approach offloads encryption and decryption to

service providers, easing the computing burden on mobile devices. The method also employs smart contracts to prevent unfair execution and fix

the issue of malicious cloud servers providing misleading search results. The accuracy of the data, the computational overhead, the storage perfor-

mance, and the fairness of the proposed method are all assessed. The findings demonstrate that the scheme’s efficiency and privacy protection are

at their peak. It is fantastic to witness the amalgamation of LDP technology and blockchain, significantly improving tracing systems’ dependability.

This is a crucial step towards disease prevention and control. With these cutting-edge advancements, we can all be more assured of our ability to

ensure our safety and communities.

7.3 Data sharing

In numerous industries, including healthcare, finance, and supply chain management, blockchain-based data sharing is growing in popularity. Shar-

ing sensitive data between businesses in these sectors is a cause of worry. A privacy-preserving blockchain provides a secure platform for sharing

information without revealing identities. The use of encryption in blockchain-based data sharing protects the confidentiality and safety of the

exchanged information. In addition, smart contracts can be utilized to enforce access control restrictions, thereby giving granular access control

over shared data. In addition to facilitating effective data management and reducing data duplication, blockchain-based data exchange also improves

data integrity. To ensure the efficacy of blockchain-based data exchange, it is necessary to design and implement stringent privacy and security

safeguards. A framework for private and secure data sharing on permissioned blockchains using Groth signatures and anonymous credentials to

verify users without revealing their true identities is presented in Reference 104. The proposed protocol also provides an anonymous authenti-

cation technique based on ElGamal commitment and one of many proofs to protect sensitive information from snoopers further. Data storage,

ACLs, and storage addresses are all recorded by the blockchain platform, making the protocol more secure. The protocol has been installed and

tested on several devices with positive results. A proposal for a vital use case of data sharing in Blockchain-based Internet of Vehicles (IoVs) using

lightweight-BIOV is presented in Reference 105. The findings demonstrate that the BIoV architecture effectively decreases the computational

power costs and significantly enhances the generation and exchange of robust nodes.

7.4 Mining pool selection

Mining pools are group of miners who combine computer resources to maximise their likelihood of mining blocks in a blockchain network. However,

mining pools might offer privacy hazards to their members because they demand that miners reveal their wallet addresses and divulge other sensi-

tive information. In the context of mining pool selection, blockchains provide a privacy-preserving solution by enabling miners to join mining pools

anonymously and earn rewards without revealing their wallet addresses. One way is using zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) to establish that miners

can join a specific mining pool without revealing their identity. An alternative method is a decentralized identity management system that enables

miners to create and manage their identities on the blockchain without releasing personal information. Miners can preserve privacy while partic-

ipating in the blockchain network by incorporating privacy-preserving features into mining pool selection. The study in Reference 106 presents a

verifiable and privacy-preserving cloud mining pool selection strategy (VPP-CMPS) for Internet of Things (IoT) devices to deal with privacy and scal-

ability concerns. The suggested strategy employs the additively homomorphic ElGamal cryptosystem to safeguard information during the selection

process, while the improved time-locked puzzles technique is used to detect fraudulent mining pools. Moreover, the strategy uses a cooperative,

somewhat dishonest cloud server to lessen the computing burden on IoT devices throughout the selection process. The experimental outcomes

demonstrate the suggested strategy’s effectiveness and low computing cost.
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7.5 Healthcare

Blockchain-based systems provide the healthcare industry with numerous advantages, such as safe and efficient management of electronic health

records (EHRs) and optimized medical billing procedures. However, when deploying such systems, privacy considerations need to be addressed to

protect patient confidentiality. Solutions constructed using privacy-preserving blockchain technology can provide confidentiality features such as

selective disclosure of information, secure data sharing between healthcare providers, and anonymous data analysis for research purposes. For

instance, an EHR based on the above system can enable consumers to maintain control of their medical data and select which healthcare providers

can access it. Moreover, smart contracts streamline and protect the medical billing process, lowering the possibility of false claims and billing errors.

To ensure patient data privacy, robust encryption and access control system needs to be implemented. A blockchain-based system for sharing EMRs

that protects patient confidentiality is proposed in Reference 107. The approach provides no single point of failure in the interplanetary file system

and identity-based sign encryption for granular access control (IPFS). Smart contracts and blockchains can track and log who has accessed what data

and when. Experimental results demonstrate that the suggested approach satisfies data privacy and integrity requirements at a lower computing

cost than other relevant works.

7.6 Identity management

Identity management has become a key concern for individuals and enterprises in the digital era. By providing a secure, decentralized, and

irreversible system that may prevent identity theft, fraud, and data breaches, blockchain technology provides the ultimate answer for identity man-

agement. Identity management systems based on blockchain technology can speed up identity verification processes for enterprises, save expenses,

and increase productivity. To fully reap the benefits of blockchain-based identity management, various privacy problems, such as the risk of data

breaches, inadequate data protection regulations, and user control over their data, must be addressed. To ensure that personal information stays

secure and private in blockchain-based identity management systems, it is vital to adopt the proper privacy-enhancing technology. To secure users’

privacy without compromising authentication, researchers in Reference 108 have proposed a privacy-preserving identity management (PPIdM)

system built on blockchain technology. The system uses cryptographic techniques such as zk-SNARK and SSS to safeguard user privacy and identify

policy violations by bad actors. Game theory is used to examine and prove the system’s security requirements informally.

7.7 Certificate management

Certificate management based on the blockchain has emerged as a solution to the problem of certificate counterfeiting in online education and

job applications. These technologies must offer privacy and security to prevent malicious behaviors such as cyber-attacks and identity theft. Using

cryptographic hash and digital signature in blockchain-based peer-to-peer networks helps alleviate numerous security and privacy concerns. One

approach involves creating and storing student identities using IPFS tokens. To protect the privacy and security of certificate management, the sug-

gested system can employ techniques such as EdDSA (Edward-curve Digital Signature Algorithm) for digital signature and verification and SHA-256

for cryptographic hashing. The potential of blockchain technology for certificate administration in online education is explored in Reference 109 but

admits the security and privacy risks associated with such an implementation. The suggested system produces and stores student IDs in IPFS using

tokens, EdDSA for digital signature, and SHA-256 for cryptographic hashing. In terms of privacy, transaction cost, colossal file storage, blockchain

implementation, and registration cost, the system’s performance is compared to previously implemented alternatives. The outcomes demonstrate

that the suggested system has a faster transaction speed and reduced transaction and registration costs, making it a more practical option.

The proposed schemes leverage the benefits of blockchain technology, such as immutability, transparency, and distributed storage, to address

issues such as privacy breaches, forgery of certificates, identity theft, and cyber-attacks. These schemes use cryptographic techniques such

as digital signatures, cryptographic hashing, and zero-knowledge proofs to ensure data privacy and security. Experimental results demonstrate

these schemes’ efficiency and lower computational cost than existing systems. Future work in this area may include exploring new cryptographic

techniques, developing efficient consensus algorithms, and exploring the potential of other privacy-preserving algorithms for other blockchain

use cases.

8 VULNERABILITIES IN SMART CONTRACTS

A smart contract denotes a code computer program or transaction protocol intended to automate the execution, control, and recording of

legally required events and activities in line with the provisions of a contract or agreement.9 Since blockchain technology has implicit protection

features, like immutability and transparency, the weakest link is susceptible to flaws within smart contracts. One area of blockchain research
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is the development of security requirements for scripting smart contracts so that no vulnerabilities jeopardize the security of the devices in

the network.

In Reference 110, they researched solidity smart contracts. They summarized that the Ethereum blockchain is a dynamic and volatile envi-

ronment that requires significant upgrades to become a trustworthy digital medium. This study enables us to understand and classify errors in

the probable. The comprehensive classification of research allows smart contract developers to fully comprehend the flaws and vulnerabilities,

enhancing smart contracts’ overall reliability and safety. Li et al.111 offer extensive explanations of previously established security measures and

improvements, including SmartPool,112 a mining pool system that aims to avoid the 51% attack. Tikhomirov et al.113 categorize smart contract bugs

into four categories: security, functional, operational, and developmental. SmartCheck, a static analyzer capable of identifying these issues, is pre-

sented. The findings of the experimental evaluation, which employed more than 4000 working smart contracts, demonstrate that SmartCheck is

exceptionally successful. According to Reference 114, multi-player games, Rubix, the DAO attack, GovernMental, King of the Ether throne, and

dynamic libraries are among the six types of attacks found in Ethereum smart contracts. There is a thorough description of each sort of assault. These

attacks involve vulnerabilities with Solidity, EVM byte code, and fundamental blockchain technology flaws. A vulnerability analysis tool, Oyente, a

smart contract analysis tool, can be applied to avoid malicious contracts.115 Another tool called Neucheck uses a syntax tree in conversion from

source code to intermediate representation, and then open-sourced libraries of XML are used to evaluate these trees.116 Smartshield is another

rectification system that handles the errors in bytecode itself and makes a contract secure for deployment.117

Because of the immutability of blockchain, existing security response techniques (such as code patching) must be altered to address insecure

smart contracts. Before a smart contract is put on the blockchain, the only correct method to safeguard it is to fix any potential vulnerabilities in its

code. Much research in this field is required to deploy smart contracts on a blockchain platform safely.

9 COMPUTATION POWER

Before a transaction is added to the network, it is verified and trusted via the Proof-of-Work method. This method requires substantial processing

power to analyze, validate, and, most importantly, secure the whole network. POW is the consensus method used by both Bitcoin and Ethereum.

However, to eliminate this computation overhead, Ethereum 2.0 is a planned upgrade that will use POS as a consensus protocol. In POS, we have

validators who validate blocks instead of miners. A part of currency as the stake is required to become a validator. Moreover, Proof of work works on

brute force, and miners must know how far they lie from the solution. Various researchers have published much research to cater to this infeasibility

by proposing algorithms with less computational power. There has been published a lot of significant work in this area. In References 15,19,21,45,

authors have reviewed a lot of consensus mechanisms like Proof of burn, Proof of activity, Proof of capacity, Proof of elapsed time, and so forth, and

their comparative analysis. Each of these mechanisms performs better in aspects like time, energy consumption, currency consumption, resource

consumption, and so forth. This paper has mentioned some computationally easy mechanisms that consume a few resources.

The paper118 suggested using Alt-POW as an alternative mechanism for solving puzzles based on progression. This Alt-POW method gives

users an enhanced network picture of each miner’s performance in the block-finding process, allowing them to determine whether it is in their best

interests to drop out of a block competition or continue to devote energy to it. It also gave a mechanism that allows for multiple interconnected

chains rather than a single blockchain, allowing for parallel block discovery. Participants can choose which chain to devote their resources to based

on which chain has the best chance of allowing them to mine successfully at any given time. The paper119 presents a unique lightweight proof of block

and trade (POBT) consensus method for IoT blockchains and an integration framework for it. This approach speeds up the validation of transactions

and blocks. Proof of Block and Trade algorithm ensures block security during trade validation and generation phases. Furthermore, a lightweight

consensus method that integrates peers based on the number of nodes in a session is employed. This lowers the computing time peers require

and enables more excellent transaction rates for resource-limited transactions in IoT devices with limited capabilities. In Reference 53 presented

Proof-of-Useful-Randomness (POUR), a novel useful POW that reduces energy loss by integrating pre-computed (disclosable) randomness into the

POW. The basic idea is to incorporate unique randomness into puzzles using algebraic commitments that may be saved and later revealed. Unlike

inefficient POWs, this technique allows for the use of pre-computed commitments by a wide range of public-key cryptography methods that need

offline-online processing (e.g., digital signature, key exchange, zero-knowledge protocol). PoUW generates usable randomness, reducing energy

waste and avoiding the high transition costs of other consensus algorithms while retaining POW’s architecture. The original POW mining approach

awarded the first successful finisher of a computing race for a single block at a time. The runners in the first round are granted some exclusivity in the

next round for solving the puzzle. The number of competing nodes in the following round, as well as the number of resources wasted, will be signifi-

cantly reduced as a result of this. This is the basis of a new emerging technology called Green Blockchain.120 A software-defined networking (SDN)

approach integrated with blockchain to overcome the high energy consumption of POW consensus mechanism.121 This approach makes blockchain

appropriate for IoT devices with limited resources, and testing results showed its supremacy over a classical blockchain. An optimization framework

for integrating blockchain with IoT was proposed with decreased consumption.122 This work performed dynamic offloading through mobile edge

computing (MEC). The problems of prominent dimensional characteristics were solved using deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Table 10 provides

an overview of the challenges and various countermeasures to tackle these issues.
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TA B L E 10 The table provides an overview of various challenges and their countermeasures.

Challenge

Proposed

tackling mechanisms Contribution

Scalability Sharding47 Blockchain is divided into multiple shards, thereby reducing

slowness utilizing parallelism.

Sidechain49 Allows some computation-intensive operations to be performed

on the sidechain, reducing the burden on the original chain.

Subchain34 Utilizes the concept of layering; the more layers in the chain

increase, the more scalability.

Payment channel netwoks52 Allows multiple transactions while updating pre-established

balance commitments.

Offchain, interchain and DL58 Survey on scalability resolving techniques like offchain, cashing,

sidechain, interchain, and deep learning approaches.

PV scheme54 Scalability and efficiency enhancement of blockchains using

probabilistic verification and clustering.

Probability distribution55 Comprehensive direction for developing efficient sharding

protocols using mathematical probability.

Rahasak56 Rahasak, a highly scalable blockchain with increased throughput.

MaOEA-DRP mechanism57 Optimization of sharding with MaOEA-DRP mechanism.

Privacy Zcash97 A shielded pool-based privacy preservation mechanism over

Bitcoin protocol.

Hawk98 Interactions on blockchain between the contracting parties occur

using cryptographic primitives like zero-knowledge proofs.

Ring signature99 A communication signed with a ring signature has been approved

by someone from a certain group of individuals.

Mixing93 Random mixing of transactions to remove linkability.

Differential privacy94 Addition of random noise so that the inferences drawn from

statistical analysis are infeasible.

Encryption based privacy95 Protection using public and private keys.

Smart contracts SmartPool112 A mining pool for subverting attacks.

Smartcheck113 Static analyzer for detecting bugs.

Oyente115 Tool for bug analysis and returns attack possibility.

Neucheck116 Tool based on syntax analysis that looks for vulnerabilities.

Smartshield117 Automatic bytecode rectification tool.

Computation power Alternative PoW118 Based on progression while solving puzzles.

Proof of block and trade (PoBT)119 Addressed this problem by decreasing the number of peers

involved and restricting verification to trades only.

Proof-of-useful-randomness (PoUR)53 The basic idea is to incorporate unique randomness into puzzles

using algebraic commitments that may be saved and later

revealed.

Green POW120 The runners who have mined previously are given an advantage.

SDN with blockchain121 Software defined networking architecture provides a

programmable interface for the network and makes it

independent of the data plane, thus reducing unnecessary

computations.

MEC with DRL122 Used deep reinforcement learning for computation offloading in

blockchain powered MEC.
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The consumption of resources by the traditional POW algorithm for blockchain systems is a concern and needs immediate addressing. A survey

on electricity consumption by blockchain systems indicates the importance of research in this particular area.111 Despite existing techniques and

algorithms, more solutions are needed to tackle this problem.

RQ3: What are the various research gaps for the future?

10 RECENT RESEARCH TRENDS

Blockchain technology has garnered considerable attention over the past decade, and this trend shows no sign of abating. Researchers and practi-

tioners continuously seek new ways to use blockchain technology to enhance existing systems or establish new ones. In a recent survey by Huang

et al.,82 they mentioned IoT and IIoT, consensus protocols, and security and privacy as the three most surveyed topics in blockchain. Researchers are

addressing the privacy, scalability, interoperability, and energy consumption issues that come with the increasing deployment of blockchain tech-

nology across multiple businesses. Current advances in blockchain research have been on improving the security and privacy of blockchain-based

systems, examining novel consensus processes, enhancing the scalability of blockchain networks, and building interoperability solutions to enable

cross-chain communication. This section will highlight new research trends in blockchain technology and explore their potential implications for the

future of blockchain. Figure 5 highlights the recent research trends of blockchain.

10.1 Internet of things

In the past decade, the issue of single-point failure in IoT networks has been a significant challenge that required a decentralized mechanism pro-

vided by blockchain technology.20 Integration of blockchain with IoT has become a popular research trend as IoT devices generate large amounts

F I G U R E 5 Depicts the various recent research directions in blockchain technology.
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of data that require a secure, transparent, and decentralized platform for storage, management, and sharing.18,19,123 Blockchain and IoT integration

can revolutionize various industries, such as supply chain management, healthcare, energy, and transportation. However, addressing the integra-

tion challenges requires in-depth research focusing on efficient and scalable consensus algorithms, lightweight cryptography, privacy-preserving

techniques, and energy-efficient mining algorithms.22 Apart from providing a trustless environment for IoT devices, researchers are implement-

ing blockchain for the security, data management, and monetization of IoT devices. Designing a secure and energy-efficient protocol that considers

both IoT and blockchain technology is still an open issue, and there is a need to converge the technologies to make IoT devices scalable for par-

ticular blockchain types. To summarize, research on blockchain-based IoT includes, Examining the potential of blockchain to increase the security

and privacy of IoT devices and networks, such as by protecting data transmissions and regulating access to IoT devices. Investigating the potential

of blockchain to provide smooth interoperability between heterogeneous IoT devices and networks, including facilitating cross-device data shar-

ing and compatibility between various IoT platforms. Exploring the potential for blockchain to provide autonomous and decentralized governance

of IoT networks and devices, such as enabling distributed decision-making and resource distribution. Investigating the potential of blockchain to

enable secure and decentralized storage, processing, and sharing of Internet of Things (IoT) data, such as enabling data marketplaces and promoting

data sharing amongst stakeholders.

10.2 Agriculture

Due to its potential to enhance food quality and transaction speeds, blockchain technology is gaining traction in the agriculture business. With

food safety concerns that directly impact public health, the lack of transparency and quality control in food supply chains has been a long-standing

issue. To address these issues, experts have investigated blockchain technology, which offers a unique level of credibility and traceability that can

improve food quality.124 Safeguarding agricultural forecasting events and node transactions within the distributed and decentralized network are

discussed in Reference 125. However, blockchain technology in agriculture is in its infancy, and additional research is required to reach its full

potential.126,127 With the rise of smart farming techniques employing IoT sensors in agriculture, blockchain can play a significant role in preserv-

ing the immutability and transparency of the food supply chain. In addition to the existing blockchain research in agriculture, several more areas

require further investigation. One such field is the creation of efficient and scalable supply chain management solutions for agricultural prod-

ucts based on blockchain technology. Integrating blockchain with other developing technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial

Intelligence (AI), for effective administration and monitoring of crop development and disease prevention is an additional study direction. Addi-

tionally, there is a need for research to determine the ideal use cases for blockchain in agriculture and assess the economic feasibility of integrating

blockchain technologies into the business. In addition, creating interoperability standards for blockchain-based agricultural systems would facili-

tate frictionless data exchange across stakeholders. Lastly, tackling the issue of scalability in agricultural blockchain systems is a crucial research

path. There is a need for additional research to grasp blockchain technology’s benefits in agriculture fully. More insights into blockchain in agri-

culture are: Using blockchain to provide end-to-end traceability and transparency of agricultural products, such as tracing the origin, quality, and

safety of food products. For example, investigating the potential of blockchain to improve the efficiency and sustainability of agricultural pro-

duction by enabling precision farming and resource optimization. Exploring the potential for blockchain to allow safe and decentralized identity

management and financial services for smallholder farmers, including access to loans, insurance, and market data. Investigating the potential for

blockchain to facilitate decentralized and collaborative agricultural research and development, including data sharing and intellectual property

management.

10.3 Business applications

Blockchain technology has the potential to alter several industries radically. Integration of blockchain technology can result in increased transac-

tion speed, decreased transaction costs, and increased security. Blockchain can streamline supply chains, improve inventory control, and automate

payments. Moreover, blockchain can provide a secure and tamper-proof way for authenticating documents and intellectual property rights. Various

business sectors are extensively studying blockchain technology for implementation.128,129 However, we must actively explore the full potential of

blockchain technology in commercial applications and develop more efficient and scalable solutions.130 The application of smart contracts in busi-

ness is also a fascinating field of research, as it can help automate complex business operations and decrease the need for intermediaries. Further

possible research insights include, Examining the potential of blockchain-based solutions for various industries, including healthcare, finance, and

logistics. Exploring the use of blockchain technology for digital identity management and verification, which has the potential to increase security

and reduce fraud across a variety of corporate operations. Creating smart contract-based solutions for supply chain management and other busi-

ness operations that are more efficient and secure. Solving the scalability and interoperability issues between blockchain networks and commercial

processes.
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10.4 Healthcare

The medical industry needs help adjusting to an increasing technological infrastructure that includes Internet-enabled devices, Internet of Things

(IoT), smart devices, and sensor data. Blockchain technology can solve some of the medical sector’s problems. Given the ledger and block-related

architecture, blockchain technology’s most promising uses in the healthcare sector are due to its features like integrity, confidentiality, and

immutability. Blockchain technology can efficiently facilitate drug tracing, supply chain management, and infection tracing in pandemic scenarios.

Some more possible directions could be, using blockchain to safely store and share electronic medical records (EMRs) to promote data privacy and

interoperability across healthcare providers. Examining the potential for blockchain-based healthcare systems to minimize healthcare fraud and

abuse, better supply chain management, and improve patient outcomes. Assessing the ethical and legal consequences of implementing blockchain

technology in healthcare, including data ownership, consent, and liability issues.131–133

10.5 Integration with other recent technologies

Surveys are looking into combining blockchain with fog/edge nodes, AI, ML, and big data. Blockchain technology improves security and reliability.

Also, it can benefit ML for trusted decision-making, decentralized intelligence, and data and model sharing. The challenges are being addressed and

are the focus of researchers from various backgrounds, including big data processing, scalability of integration, and resource management.134–136

A state-of-art review about power automation and distribution using Artificial intelligence and blockchain is presented in Reference 137. A Digital

Forensics Chain-of-Custody for surveillance mechanism is proposed in Reference 138. The process establishes a Blockchain network to facili-

tate the exchange of investigation information among involved stakeholders. This information includes details related to video surveillance, the

pre-processing of frames, and the chain of custody. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed solution offers superior perfor-

mance, with robust tracking of real-time video surveillance, automatic frame filtering redundancy, and efficient investigation of objects of interest.

Moreover, other insights in this field include, Exploring how blockchain can protect and certify machine learning models and data across multiple

industries, including finance, healthcare, and transportation. Exploring the potential of merging blockchain with deep learning algorithms to provide

decentralized and privacy-preserving artificial intelligence applications, such as fraud detection and medical diagnosis. Creating novel cryptographic

primitives and algorithms to integrate blockchain technology and machine intelligence.

10.6 Online voting

Because of its decentralized character and safety function, blockchain has recently attracted interest in decentralized application systems.

It offers a whole new approach to storing, disseminating, and updating data, and it will be critical in developing the way the world looks.

In the paper,139 they discussed and contrasted current research contributions to the problems for existing blockchain-based e-voting meth-

ods. On the other hand, the growing requirement for security and privacy safeguards might be a roadblock to the development of actual

blockchain applications. Therefore, much more must be done in this field to have a better and more efficient voting system.140–142 Possi-

ble guidelines could be, Investigating the possibilities for blockchain-based voting systems to improve the security, accessibility, and trans-

parency of online voting. Assessing blockchain-based voting systems’ security and privacy concerns, such as vote manipulation, coercion, and

anonymity breaches. Creating innovative consensus mechanisms and cryptographic protocols for scalability and security in blockchain-based

voting systems.

10.7 Smart contracts

The smart contract is a crucial component of the blockchain. It is a technology relevant to various applications beyond cryptocurrencies, including

healthcare, IoT, supply chain, digital identification, business process management, and more. Although there has been significant development in

recent years in improving blockchain technology with an emphasis on smart contracts, there needs to be more analysis of the smart contract topic.143

The development of smart contract execution performance and the overall performance of blockchain-based apps is still in its early stages.9 To make

blockchain-based apps viable in actual markets, extensive research is necessary to close the existing gap,114,144 which might include the following.

Examining the potential for smart contracts to automate and expedite various corporate operations, including supply chain management, insurance

claims, and real estate transactions. Creating new programming languages and techniques, such as formal verification and code auditing, to improve

the usability and security of smart contracts. Assessing smart contracts’ legal and regulatory ramifications, including contract enforceability and

liability concerns.
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10.8 Security

The introduction of blockchain technology has aided the development of service-sharing techniques while appearing to be a feasible answer

to some security issues.145 The inbuilt features of technology like hashing and contract immutability provide a good scope for integrating it

with vulnerable systems and improving their security.146–148 The framework proposes distributed drone monitoring through Fog computing

in Reference 149. This paper addresses the privacy and security concerns of managing UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) data through fog-cloud

technology. The deployment of a blockchain-aware dynamic distributed monitoring system tackles issues related to transaction execution, secu-

rity, and privacy within fog-cloud-based nodes. Furthermore, this system records node transactions and ensures integrity, transparency, and robust

data scheduling, processing, and management performance. Probable research directions are, Exploring the security and privacy implications of

blockchain technologies, including the dangers of 51% assaults, double-spending, and transaction forgery. Creating novel cryptographic primi-

tives and techniques, including zero-knowledge proofs and homomorphic encryption, to improve the security and privacy of blockchain systems.

Assessing the resistance of blockchain systems to assaults such as network partitioning, Sybil attacks, and insider threats.

10.9 Banks and finance

Blockchain technology can streamline corporate operations while generating safe, trustworthy records of agreements and transactions in the bank-

ing and financial services area. For the banking and financial services industries, blockchain technologies provide several appealing features.150

Such robust systems may function as decentralized networks without needing a central server or a single point of failure. They have integrity

because they operate utilizing distributed open-source protocols and do not require the involvement of a third party to complete transactions.151–153

Further research directions are, Investigating the potential of blockchain technology to improve the efficacy, transparency, and security of finan-

cial transactions, such as cross-border payments, trade finance, and asset tokenization. Assessing the regulatory and compliance implications of

utilizing blockchain technology in the financial sector, including anti-money laundering (AML) and know-your-customer (KYC) regulations. Creat-

ing innovative financial products and services based on blockchain technology, including decentralised exchanges, stablecoins, and asset-backed

securities.

10.10 Supply chain

The applicability of blockchain technology and smart contracts to supply chain management is critically explored in Reference 154. Trustworthy

blockchain-led business and supply chain transformation is still ongoing and in its early phases. Future research might proceed in this direction, with

sustainability’s environmental and social/humanity dimensions, such as the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), being utilized

to investigate the effectiveness of blockchain-enabled supply chains. Several prospects for a more profound knowledge of this technology and its

implementation in supply chains go beyond standard information systems and web-based integration.154–156 More insights could be, Exploring the

potential of blockchain to improve the traceability, accountability, and sustainability of supply chain management, such as validating the provenance

and validity of commodities. Creating novel consensus techniques and cryptographic protocols to enable safe, decentralized supply chain networks.

Assessing the economic and environmental consequences of using blockchain in supply chain management, including the costs and benefits of

blockchain-based systems compared to conventional supply chain models.

Table 11 highlights the research work conducted in the above-mentioned fields.

11 CONCLUSION

Blockchain technology has emerged as a promising solution for attaining transactional immutability, decentralization, and transparency. It addresses

the growing need for efficient, secure, and unchangeable data storage in the constantly evolving realm of information and communication technolo-

gies. However, the increasing adoption of blockchain technology presents several significant obstacles: concerns surrounding scalability, privacy,

latency, and throughput. This study has comprehensively explored blockchain technology, covering its various varieties, complex structures, prob-

lems, potential benefits, and evolving iterations. Through an in-depth exploration of a wide range of blockchain variants, models, concepts, and

trends, we have aimed to offer a complete comprehension of this revolutionary technology. One of the primary findings of this investigation is the

classification of different types of blockchain into five distinct categories: directed acyclic graph (DAG), temporal directed acyclic graph (TDAG),

sharding, consensus, and combining techniques. The classification, grounded on the structural approach employed by each variety, has facilitated

a comparative examination that illuminates their merits and drawbacks. As we delve into the realm of blockchain study, it becomes apparent that

there is still more ground to cover in this ongoing exploration. Blockchain technology is advancing and promising, exploring different forms and
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TA B L E 11 Research in various blockchain application related scnerios.

Area References Proposed work

Internet of things 123 Review on security threats and possible solutions for a blockchain-based IoT system.

19 Research directions to increase the compatibility of integration of IoT and blockchain systems.

20 Analysis of various challenges and open issues for implementing blockchain in IoT systems.

Agriculture 124 Blockchain enabled traceability in agricultural supply chain.

126 Transparency and traceability in Soyabean utilizing smart contracts.

127 Technical elements and applications of blockchain technology in the agricultural sector.

Business 130 Business architecture based on blockchain to avoid inconsistencies in time and consensus-based biasing.

128 Review of blockchain-based business applications and services in the public and private sector.

129 Analyze various ambivalent dimensions of blockchain technology for business.

Healthcare 131 Review highlights the state of the art of blockchain and its development in healthcare.

132 Review aims to reveal various prototypes and potential health applications of blockchain technology.

133 Research opportunities in various blockchain-based healthcare domains.

ML and DL 134 Machine and deep learning-based algorithms for cryptocurrency price prediction with high accuracy.

(Tested on Monero and Litecoin).

135 Survey on possible research gaps upon combining ML with blockchain technology.

136 A privacy-preserving framework for blockchain called Deepchain, which utilizes deep learning methods.

Online voting 140 Practical and secure blockchain-based e-voting system catering to the problem of forgery in traditional

e-voting.

141 Blockchain-based e-voting (BEV) that enables vote casting using tamper proof IDs anonymously via

smartphone or PC.

142 A transparent and cost-efficient voting scheme built on blockchain.

Smart contracts 9 Smart contract based automation utilizing IoT and blockchain technologies.

144 Challenges in implementing smart contracts and recent technical advances.

114 Review on security attacks and the tackling mechanisms on smart contracts.

Security 146 Overview of various algorithms and security mechanisms including contract-based approaches for privacy

and integrity preservation.

147 Blockchain-based trusted data provenance system for cloud security.

148 A blockchain-based system for better privacy and security in smart factory.

Banks and finance 151 Survey on challenges and opportunities for banking with integrated blockchains.

152 Promotion of multicenter, intermediate scenarios for enhancement and improved efficiency of banking

industry.

153 Smart contract design for consent driven hyperledger blockchain platform that forms core of KYC

applications.

Supply chain 155 Insights about future research propositions for adoption of blockchain technology in supply chain

management.

156 Introduction of circular economy with blockchain that eliminates weaknesses in the traditional supply chain.

154 Discusses means to leverage blockchain technology for enhancing the supply chain in times of risk.
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ongoing enhancements. This progress lays the foundation for developing a robust and scalable blockchain infrastructure. The infrastructure above

possesses intrinsic characteristics such as immutability, decentralization, and transparency, potentially transforming several industries significantly.

This transformation will encourage innovation and create new opportunities for developing creative solutions. We have a strong enthusiasm regard-

ing the potential of blockchain technology to revolutionize transaction processes, enhancing their security, transparency, and efficiency. As the field

of blockchain research progresses, the transformational potential of this technology is likely to become more evident, establishing a future in which

blockchain functions as the fundamental basis for trust and security within an ever-changing digital landscape.
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